Directions to the finca las palmeras
address and telephone number
Finca Las Palmeras
Holger Hansen
Camino El Lomito 4
38780 Tijarafe / La Punta
phone: 0034 - 922 49 12 36, mobile: 0034 - 605 05 43 73
Please realize the mileage of your car!

directions
km 0

Please drive from the airport on the LP 5 towards Santa Cruz/ Los Llanos

km 4,5

Use the Exit „2A" towards Los Llanos (LP 3). 100 meters further on you
reach a roundabout, go to the right towards Los Llanos.
The road bends up the mountain, first through little villages, later on trough
forests of laurel and chestnut trees. After passing a tunnel (very old) you reach
the western side of this island.
Attention, mind the speed limit near the visitor-center (centro de visitantes)
s p e e d t r a p !!
At Km 28 you will be passing the village of El Paso

km 34

Shortly before reaching the city of Los Llanos you find another roundabout.
Choose the LP 2 to Tazacorte / LP 1 to Tijarafe, and you will cross two more
roundabouts towards Tazacorte/Tijarafe.

km 38

After passing the aqueduct on your left side turn off to the right (LP 1)
towards Tijarafe.
The road leeds down to the famous „Barranco de las Angustias“ and behind the
little bridge upwards to Tijarafe. You climb up and reach at Km 47 the viewing of
EL TIME.

km 49

Following the main road you reach La Punta. There you find a fairly long straight
piece with a CAR BAR on your right side with a parking lot.
I live some meters above and will fetch you there. Please dial my telephone
number 0034 - 922 49 12 36 or mobile 0034 - 605 05 43 73.
You will reach my Finca Las Palmeras driving 200 meters more at the main
street, passing a rock face, turn off sharply to the right into a little unasphalted
private road with a sign PISTA PRIVADA. Follow this track to the end where you
will find parking places.

Enter here:

Have a nice trip !
Yours Holger Hansen

